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SYMMETRICAL LETTER PATTERNS 
SUSAN THORPE 
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
(thorpeds@hotmail.com) 
We take for granted the symmetrical letter patterns in palindromes - such as LEVEL and KAYAK. 
These involve all the letters in the word. But what about symmetrical letter patterns which occur 
in non-palindromic words, such as that of the letter N in ENCHAtlTMEJ::!T? In Making the 
Alphabet Dance, Ross Eckler gave the name 'cadence' to a set of identicallellers spaced at equal 
intervals in a word - as in SYNGENESIOTRANSPLANTATION. Here, I add two constraints: 
the letters must be symmetrical within the word, as well as in relation to each other. 
the letters must not occur elsewhere within the word. In ULULALU, for example, although two 
of the Us are symmetrical, the three Us taken together are not symmetrica l. 
I have divided the words with symmetrical letter patterns into two main groups: 
A. those in which a set of identical letters is symmetrically-arranged 
B. those in which sets of2 or more different letters are symmetrically-arranged 
The symbols used: 
X represents identical letters 
* represents any number of letters, the same number in a particular word. Ditto? and -
In a particular word? and - always represent different numbers of letters. 
Either? or - may, or may not, represent the same number of letters as * 
In those words which include both the symbols? and - there are different ways of making a 
specific length word, the number of ways increasing with the length of the word. Consider, for 
example, the pattern * X ? X - X? X * = 14 letters - see A. Type 2 (c) below. Theoretically (and 
practically) it can be achieved in 5 different ways (numbers = the number of letters): 
1 X 1 X 6 X 1 XI, 1 X 2 X 4 X 2 XI, I X 3 X 2 X 3 X I, 2 X 1 X 4 X I X 2, 3 X I X 2 X I X 3 
In words with an odd number of letters the central letter, if not repeated elsewhere, is 
symmetrical. However, GEQMQRPHQLQGY would not conform to the pattern * X ? X - X ? X * 
if the letter P were treated as a second symmetrical letter. So here I only treat the central letter as 
symmetrical: : 
where it forms part of a set of symmetrical identical letters as, for example, in the patterns 
(*) X ? X ? X (*) and (*) X X ? X ? X X (*) 
where it forms the central letter of a central pal indrom ic group of 5 or more letters, as do the 
letters F and L in KNIFING and C~NTILITRES respectively. 
Some patterns were found in only a few (or one) words. 'All ' these words are listed. In the case 
of the more prolific patterns, I offer selections. All the examples are either solid or hyphenated. 
Phrases are excluded. Tautonyms are also excluded (such as ITAI-ITAI with its symmetrical I). 
Unreferenced words can be found in the OED Second Edition as head words, variant forms and 
text words including citations. References for non-OED words are given at the end. 
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A. SET OF IDENTICAL LETTERS SYMMETRICALLY-ARRANGED 
There are four basic types of symmetrical pattern which use on Iy one letter of the alphabet: 
Type I. single letters equally-spaced in the word 
Type 2. single letters not all equally-spaced 
Type 3. doubled letters only 
Type 4. single letters and doubled letters 
In turn, each of these four types of pattern can be divided into two categories: those which start 
with one of the symmetrically-arranged letters (X ...... . X), and those which start with some other 
letter (*X ....... X*). 
TYPE 1 Single letters equally-spaced in the word 
(a) Pattern X ? X ? X 
No words of any length were found for the letters F, J, V and Z. 
5 letters: ABACA, DADEQ, EGENE, QOGAQ, HEHAH, !PITI, KEKUK (tig), NO~A~, QROMO, 
POP-U£ , RARER, SISTS, TETHT, URUBU, XlXAX (ww92216), YLYKY 
7 lellers: AQUARJA, BENBURJ2, ~OLCHIC, DA WDLED, EXPENS~, GOUGING, HASHISH, 
ILLINOI, KARKEEK (edfc), MNEMISM (sted), ~AUNTON (tig), OBLONGO, PIT-PROP, 
RETB,AIR, SEESAWS, TAUTESI, UNG1!ND1! (tig), WOUWOU~, 
XAAXKAX (a Mexican village), Y A MYRLY 
9 leiters: ALEXANDRA, CHALCIDI~, DAUNDERED, ENUMERA T~, GUANGDONQ, 
HANCHURCH (Staffordshire), IMPLIEDL! , KNICKNACK, 1ADDLEFUL, 
MINIMARUM (sted), NEWINGTON (Kent), OAK-POTATO, £RJMPED-UP, 
QARA-QULAQ (cham), RESERVOIR, SATISFIES, TOASTIESI, WIFE-WIDOW, 
YESTYRDAY 
- - -
11lellers: AUTOBASIDIA, COLPECTATIC (sted), .QISORDAINED, EARTHENWA~, 
GEOLOGIZING, HERETHROUGH, KANICKANICK, LATEGLACIAL, 
MATRJMONIUM, NAGGING-PAIN, QRANGOTANGO, ,RAINPROOFER, 
SOPHISTRIES, TRJCOIEMENT, WATERWILLOW 
13 lellers: AMPHIGASTRULA, ~RYPTOCLASTIC, DISMURDERJZED, EMPHYSEMATOSE, 
GODFORGETTING, IMPROVISATORJ, KILLICKINNICK, NIGHT-~VASION, 
PRJNCIPALSHIP, REDISTRIBUTOR (web2), STEREOSTATICS, IRADUCTIONIST 
15 letters: ANTONIO-AQUILINA, CARDIOSCLEROTIC (sted), DOWNWAR.Q-FORWARD, 
ENTRANCE-PASSAGE, GRAMMAR-GRINDING, LlTHOXYLOIDICAL 
NITROGENISATION, PHILOSOPHERSHIP, SUBMINISTRA TORS, 
THREMMAIOLOGIST (bt) 
17 letters: GUTTURAL-GRUMBLlNQ, HANDKERCHIEF-CLOTH, NEUROTRANSMISSION, 
RHOMBIC-TRJANGULAR, SUTURE-INSTRUMENTS 
(b) Pattern X ? X ? X ? X 
No words found for B, D, F, G, H, I, J, L, M, N, 0, P, Q, R, U, V, W, X, Y and Z. 
10 lellers: AMBARVALlA, EXPEDIENCE, SUN-SENSORS, TEST-RETEST 
13 letters: KNICKETY -KNOCK, SINISTER-SIDES 
16 lellers: CHOLECYSTECT A TIC (sted), SMICKSMICKSMACKS (csd) 
(c) Pattern X ? X ? X ? X ? X 
No words found for B, C, F through Z. 
9 letters: ANAPANAPA (web2) 
13 letters: DINDLE-DANDLED, EFFERVESCENCE 
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(d) Pattern * X 1 X 1 X * (1 indicates one letter) 
No words found for D, F, J, K, V, W, X and Z. 
lellers' C~RA V ~ ,JEZEBj;L. NGOGOQO (tig), PHPHPHT, M!LIT!A, ULULALU, AMOMUMS, 
UNO_lNG, SOLOMO • UQOQOQO (tig), PBU RI RE, STAIUTE, C1!M1!L1!S, CYTYZYN 
9 leiters. SE~LAPACK. HO-BO-BO-BOO. CLEVEREST, LOQOGOGUE (web2), 
CRIT!CISE, MOLlLA.!)C (sted), CONE1"!INE (sled), PRQTQZQAN HYPO£E£SY, 
SABTREBIE,OUTSIAIE . PHYSYCYO 
Illeller . UNPALATABLE. PEACOCK-~OAL, VICE-REGENTS, EIGHTH-WHEEL, 
DOM!CIL!ARY, FAWNINGNESS, CHROMO QMAL, LIBRARY-ROOM, 
TCN~E-SY~TEM, DESTIIUIION, BENYFYCY ALL 
13 leiters: EXTRAVAGANCES. SPATCHCOCKI G, UNPRECEDENTAL, ACQU!S!T!VELY, 
RCPUNGNANTLlE, METEOROLOGIST, CONSIITUTIONS 
15 leiters: HYPOCATAL~SEMIC (sled). NON-PRECEDj;NTIAL, PERMA1"!E1"!TNESSES (web2), 
ANTHRQPQLQGICAL, ALTOCUMULUS-TYPE 
171ellers TRACT-DEGENERATION, SPECTROBOLOMETRJC (web2) 
(e) Pattern * X 2 X 2 X * 
No found for F, J, M, Q, W, X a nd Z. 
91ellers TASMANIAN, A~ES~ENCE, SEPTEMBER, THIGHACHE, VITRIOLIC, SKUNK-LIKE, 
INVENTING, CQMMOTION, PROCREABE, T~OT~" SM ,V ULT1!R01!S , TYNSYLLYN 
II leiters: GRAMMARIANS. RUBROBULBAR, ONCHO~ER~AL, UNDERD EODES, 
FREQUENTj;ST, JEHOSHAPHAT, QU!NTILLION, CONTINGENCY, BRONTOSCOPY 
(web2), PERCARBURET. POTENTIATES, AQUAC1!LTURE, SWYNGYLLYNG 
13 leiters' DISADVANTAGES, TRICHO~ERCOUS (dbs), UNPERFECTEDL Y (web2), 
RINGINQ-ENQINE. ORTHORHAPHOUS, DEV!AT!ON!STS, QUINCENTENARY, 
GERQNTOPHQBIA (cham), OVEBFORWABDLY, PROTESTANTI SH 
15 letters' SUBLAPSARIANISM, MESOCON~HI~ALLY (sled), SHAKESPEARJ;ANLY, 
DRUDGING-ENGINES, PSYCHORHYTHM IAS (sted), NON D!SqPL!NARY (web2), 
SIMI!,ARL Y -PLACED. IMMUNOE1"!HANCERS (sted), AMNIOCHORIONICS (sted), 
U DERPERFORMING 
- - -
17 leiters: U DISADVANTAGEOUS (web2), INTRAEXPj;RI ENTIAL, MATER!ALlST!CALL Y, 
PLA MODIQPHORALES (web2), UROCO£ROPOR,eHYRJA (medical) 
(I) Pattern * X 3 X 3 X * 
No words found for D, F, G, J , K, Q, V, W, X and Z. 
II letters: CARRIAGEWAY, ECTOS~OPICS (sted), Bj;FORETIMj;S, B!OCLIMA TIC, 
FLATULE TL Y INCOG_ISANT, PQTAMOGETON, ARBITRAG ERS, 
TRUCTURA TE, CUNICULAT1!M (Sled) 
13 leiters: BRADYCARDIACS (Sled), CU!:!O-CU.!10-CU.!1ES, MI~ROSCOP ICAL, 
TR!POLlTA IAN, POL YMOLECU!,AR, LYMPHOMYXOMAS (Sled), 
CO_FRONTME1"!TS, STOMAPODIFORM, PERI VERTEBRAL (web2), 
AUIHENTICATED. COUTEQUEC01!TE, THYNSTYGACYON 
15 letters: CUP-ACQUAINTANCE, HYPERPHENOMENAL, ARCHBISHOPSHIPS, 
AL T!TUD!NARJA S, MOUNTAINOUSNESS, HEMQCHRQMATQTIC (sted), 
LOU£-LOU£-LOU£I G, I TRA VERTEBRALS (sted), HOU~EMA~TERSHIP, 
SYSIEMATISATION (cham) 
17 leiters: BUREAUCRA TISATION, BRON~HOS~OPI~ALLY (cham), 
MO T!CUL!POR!DEA (web2), SEVENTEEN-BRA1"!CHED, 
LEPTOSTRQMIFQRMIS, PLEUROPERJCABDIAL, ELECTROSTRICTIVES 
19 letters: MORPH! OM!METICALLY (sted), HYPOCRA TERJMORPHOUS 
15 
(g) Pattern * X 4 X 4 X * 
No words found for B, D, F, G, J, K, P, Q, Wand X. 
13lellers: MATHEMATICIAN, DECONSECRATES, WHERE-THROUGHE, L!BRARIANSH!P, 
PLASMOLYSABLE, OMENTUMECTOMY (sled), INSEMINATIONS, 
COMMEMORATION, TRANSGRESSORS, PSEUDO-SPANISH, 
STEENSTRUPITE, QUASI HUMOROUS (web2), HYDROXYMETHYL 
15 lellers: QUADRICAPSULATE, ARCHITECTONICAL, OVERASSERTIVEL Y (web2), 
CH!NKERlNGCH!NG, CONTRAINDICANTS, PROTEMPORANEOUS (web2), 
PERIPHERONEURAL (web2), DISILLUSIONISER, IATROMATHEMATIC, 
CHURCH-FURNITURE 
- - -
I7lellers: CHOANOFLAGELLATES, STREPTOSEPTICEMIC (sted), MED!CO-CH!RURG!CAL, 
COUNTER-INFLUENCES, FUSOSPIROCHETOTIC (sted), HYDROSPIROMETRICS 
(sted), PREVENTIVE-SERYICE, BENZENEAZOBENZENE (rh) 
19lellers: AUTOCHOLECYSTECTOMY (web2), CHORIONEP!THEL!OMAS (sled), 
NEUROFIBROSARCOMATA (sted) 
(h) Pattern * X 5 X 5 X * 
No words found for B, F, G, J, K, M, Q, V, W, X, Y and Z. 
15lellers: CAMPTODACTYLIAS (Sled), ACANTHOCYTOTICS (sled), LEPIDODENDRALES (opc), 
RHEOTACHYGRAPHY (sled), V!CE-ADM!RALSH!P, UL TRAMELANCHOL Y (web2), 
UNCOMMUNICA T1NG, NON EXPLOITATION (web2), ARCHSACRIFICERS, 
PSEUDOISOMERISM (web2), STRAIGHT-JACKETS, CUBITO-CllTANEOUS 
17 lellers: TRACHEOLARYNGEALS (sted), NE.QERLANDSCH-INDIE, OVERMASTERFULNESS, 
MONOETHANOLAMINES, CHOLANGIOHEPATOMA (sled), NEPHROHYPERTROPHY 
(web2), AUTOKERA TOPLASTIC (sled) 
19lellers: HEPATOMELANOTICALLY, HEM!SPHERICOCON!CAL, 
ZYGOMATICOSPHENQIDS (sled), DEATH-COUNTERFEIIING 
21 letters: HYDROPNEUMOPERlTQNEUM (sled), ELECTROCAUTERIZAIIONS (sled) 
23 lellers: L1POCALCIGRANULOMATOSES (sled), PHENYLPROPYLMETHYLAMINE (sled) 
25 lellers: PSYCHONEUROENDOCRINOLOGIC 
(i) Pattern * X 6 X 6 X * 
No words found for B, D, F, G, J, K, M, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, X, Y and Z. 
17lellers: MARINE-DR£!UGHTSMAN, ACTINOBACILLOTICS (sled), JEJUNOILEOSTOMIES, 
PHYSICOPHILOSOPHY, M!CROANG!OGRAPHIC (sled), GLYCOSIALORRHEALS (sled), 
INFLATION-PROOFING, RQISTER-DOISTERDOM, QUASI-SIMULTANEOUS 
(j) Pattern * X 7 X 7 X * 
19lellers: HEPATOSPLENOGRAPHED (sled), RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHS (sted) 
(k) Pattern * X ? X ? X ? X* 
9letlers: CATAMARAN, BEJEWELED (web2), V!S!BIL!A, LOCOMOTQR, SURUIUOUR 
II lellers: SMARAGADANE, FLEMENEFERD, EL!GIB!L!TY, GNOMONOLOGY, 
12 letters: BALSAMEACEAE (web2), DESCENDENCES (web2), K!DDIEWINK!E, 
INCONVENIENT, BOREOTROPHON (If), ASBESTOS-BASE (cham) 
13 lellers: MISERERE-SEATS, PEDONOSOLOGIC (sled) 
/4 letters: UNEXPECTEDNESS, LE!BN!TZ!ANISM, CIIRO-TARTRATES 
15 lellers: WEATHER-BLEACHED, NICOT!NOM!MET!C (sled), ALVEOLOPALATALS (sted!) 
16lellers: D1SADVANTAGEABLY, ON-AENGENAEMHEYDT 
17 lellers: GRANULATOCAPITATE,DIOECIODIMORPHOUS 
18lellers: IATROMATHEMATICIAN, AEROPIESOTHERAPIES (sted), 
CYSTOPROCTOSTOMIES (sled) 
/9 letters: HYPj;;RTHERMOESTHETIC (sled) 
16 
(I) Pattern * X ? X ? X ? X ? X * 
II letters: RASANA YAGAM, TELEMETERED, D!V!S!B!L!S 
13 letters: EL!GIB!LIT!ES 
15 letters: PERVERTEDNESSES (web2), I.!:-!CONVE.!:-!IENCING, CQLLODION-CQ1TQN 
17 letters: INEXPg RlENCEDNESS, CONDE.!:-!S ING-ENG IN ES 
(m) Pattern * X ? X ? X ? X ? X ? X * 
13 letters: TARAMASALATAS 
-- ----
TYPE 2 Single letters not equally-spaced in the word 
(a) Pattern X? X - X ? X 
8 letters: ARAUCANA, EYEPIECE, .sYSTA.sIS 
9 letters: ATHABASKA, CON~YCLIC EBENACEAE, GONQAQENG, HACHSHISH, 
OGBOMOSHO, SUSPEN.sES 
10 letters: ANATHEMATA, EVERYWH ERg, SYSTEMISES 
II letters: ANAMNJONATA, ELEAGNACEAE, HEATHTHRUSH, KNICKAKNOCK, 
YMAGYNYNGL Y 
- - - -
12 letters: ACCIACCATURA (cham), EV lDgNCEA BLg, LlGULlFLORAL (cham), 
REVERBERA TOR, SYSTEMATI.sES 
-
13 letters: EXPERGISCENCE, PIMPERLIMPIMP, READER-PRINTER, WINDO~ WALLO_ 
14lellers: ACANTHOCEPHALA, ELECTROPHORESE, THROSTLE-IH ROAT 
15 letters: SERORESISTANCES 
- -- -
16 letters: ABRACHIOCEPHALIA (sled), SINISTROTORS IONS (sted) 
17 lellers: TRANSIT-INSTRUMENT 
- - - -
18 lellers: EMPLOYMENT-EXCHANGE 
(b) Pattern X? X - X - X ? X 
II letters: ABRACADABRA, ANAPLASMATA (sled) 
15 lellers: REFRIGERATOR-CAR 
- - - - -
23 letters: TRANSUBSTANTIATIONALIST 
- - - - -
(c) Pattern * X ? X - X? X * 
10 letters: PAPALOAPAN, RgMEMBERED, D!SINH!BIT, MONOTROPO (cham), 
ISOSTA.sIST (web2), TUMULTUO!lS 
II letters: SANTALACEAE_(dfpt), REPREHENDED, VIOLIN! TIC, UNTEN _T'-G. 
NON-ORTHODOX 
12 letters: RHABARBARATE, PRETENSE LESS, B!P!NNAT!F!D, TRlV!ALlT!E • 
UNENLIVENING, PROTOBIOLQGY 
13 letters: PAREIASAURlAN, PRlNClP!ATION, GEOMQRPHOLQGY 
14 letters: HALICARNASSIAN (coli), SARRACENIACEAE (dfpt) PRI:;VgNTI _ g , 
SP!RlTUALIZING, UNENTERTAI.!:-!ING, EN DODONTQLQG I 
15 letters: PHARMACOMANIACS, INTg RDEPg NDENCY. UN!NQU! !T R! . 
UNCONDESCENDING, ISOCQTYLEDQNQU (dbs) 
16 letters: TRANSCARBAMYLASE, SALlCYLSALlCY11 , NE!lROM_ 
18 letters: CHONDRQSARCOMATQUS, HY£ERLE£TOPRO £ 1 
(d) Pattern * X ? X - X - X ? X * 
13 letters: SARDANAPALlAN, PALAIYAKKARAN , LEVI:;L-T_ MP ~R~D. R P _ T 
(e) Pattern * X ? X - X - X - X? X * 
17 letters: PROCTOCOLONOSCOPE 
- --- --
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TYPE 3 Doubled letters only - equally-spaced in the word 
(a) Pattern X X ? X X 
6 leiters: EE-BREE, OODLOO 
7 leiters: DDOFYDD, LLOGELL (nwd), 00J1800 
8 leiters: EERSANEE, LLAN-MILL (bar) 
9 leiters: LLYFRGELL « nwd) 
II leiters: LLANFECHELL (bar) 
12 leiters: LLANSTADWELL (bar) 
17 leiters: LLANFAIR-YN-NEUBWLL (tig) 
(b) Pattern * X X 1 X X * 
See ... B. SETS OF 2 OR MORE DIFFERENT LETTERS SYMMETRICALLY-ARRANGED 
Type 4 (b) Groups of 5 letters 
(c) Pattern * X X 2 X X * 
8 lellers: VAALHAAI , ODD-LADDY, PEETWEET, EGG-NOGGS, ILL-WILLY, BOOKHOOD 
10lellers: MACCIOCCHI, GREENWEEDS, FULLFILLED, WANNTONNES, BROOD-GOOSE, 
SOPPCUPPAN, FORRWERRPE, DISSEISSEE (a triangle word: 4321), OUT-TROTTED 
12 leiters: SHELL-FILLING, CROSS-KISSING 
20 leiters: MESIOBUCCO-OCCLUSALL Y (sted) 
(d) Pattern * X X 3 X X * 
9lellers: KAAPENAAR, FEED-WHEEL, ILLEGALLY, INNE-PINN E, GOODEROON, ITTY-BITTY 
Illellers: HUBBA-HUBBAS, GODDY-GODDEN, DULLSVILLES, KINNAKINNEC, 
BLOOD-GROOVE, JIPPI-JAPPAS, CORROBORREE, CUTTH ROTTIS 
13 leiters: CHUFF-CHUFFING, SPILLSPILLlNG, EVER-RECURRlNG 
15 lellers: ROSETTE-PATTERNS 
(e) Pattern * X X 4 X X * 
10 leiters: NAACHT-MAAL, BEECH-GREEN, ALLICHOLLY, TOOTH-PROOF 
12 lellers: JIBBER-JABBER, FEDDIRBEDDIS, HAFFLE-CAFFLE(EDD), HUGG ERMUGGER, 
HOLLOW-BILLED, HUMMEL-BUMMEL, JINNY-SPINNER, SHOOFLEBOORD, 
COPPER-TOPPED, HIRRlE-HARRlE,TUSSIE-MUSSIE, PITTER-PATTER, 
TUZZIEMUZZIE 
14 leiters: CHIFFON-TAFFETA, SHILLY-SHALLYER, CHANNEL-TUNNELS, 
PRETTY-PRETTIES (cham) 
(t) Pattern * X X 5 X X * 
11 leiters: KEEPING-BEER, ILLOGICALLY, FOOTMAN HOOD 
13 tellers: HUBBLE-SHUBBLE, MODDLEY -CODDLE, SHEELING-SEEDS, RlFFLE-SHUFFLE, 
WELL-TRA VELLED, BROODING-ROOMS, COPPICE-TOPPED, FERROSO-FERRIC, 
PASSIONLESSLY, PATTERN-CUTTER 
15 tellers: TWIDDLE-TWADDLES, WHIFFLE-WHAFFLES (edd), WHIPPER-SNAPPERS, 
CHITTER-CHA TTERS 
17 tellers: FIFTEEN-SIXTEENTHS (maths books) 
(g) Pattern * X X 6 X X * 
12 leiters: ZAAGMOLENAAR, ELLIPTICALLY 
14 letters: WELL-APPARELLED 
16tetters: FLiBBERTI-GI8BETS, SHIMMERY-WHIMMERY, STANNOSO-STANNICS, 
DRJPPITY -DROPPITY, KNOTTING-SHUTTLES 
(h) Pattern * X X 7 X X * 
13 leiters: ALLEGORJCALL Y, FOOLHARDIHOOD 
15 leiters: FELLOW-TRAVELLER, PASSENGER-VESSEL 
18 
(i) Pattern * X X 8 X X * 
14 letters: FEEDING-LINSEED, ALLOPATHICALL Y , GOOSEBERRY -FOOL, APPRENTISHI PPE 
16 letters: FIDDLE-COME-FADDLE, BLOOD-SISTERHOODS 
(j) Pattern * X X 9 X X * 
15 letters: ALLOPSYCHICALLY (sted), FOOT-AND-HALF-FOOT, ASSEHEADDINESSE 
17 letters: BURROWING-SQUIRREL 
(k) Pattern * X X 10 X X * 
16 letters: ALLOISOMERICALLY (sled) 
(I) Pattern * X X 11 X X * 
I7lellers: ALLOGOTROPHICALL Y (sled) 
(m) Pattern * X X 12 X X * 
18 letters: ELLIPTOCYTOTICALLY (sled) 
(n) Pattern * X X 13 X X * 
19 letters: ALLOTRIOMORPHICALLY 
(0) Pattern * X X ? X X ? X X * 
-
These words are rare. Instead of looking for different lengths of word for the same doubled letter 
as previously, I concentrated on looking for words of any length representing a man different 
doubled letters as possible. In the event, I found words for the letters B, E G, L 0 and T: 
HUBBUBBUBBOO, BEEVEEDEES, WAGGERPAGGERBAGGER, PILL-WILL- ILLET, 
ROOCOOROOS, RAT-TAT-TATIED 
(p) Pattern * X X ? X X ? X X ? X X* 
These words are even rarer! 
PEEKEENEENEES 
TYPE 4 Doubled letters and Single letters 
(a) Pattern X * X X * X 
6 leiters: ANAATA (cdz), COCCIC (ospd), DODDED, EMEERE, MIMMAM (da\ ), 
~UNNAN, PIP-POP, ~U~E~, IIT-TAT 
8 leiters: CRJC-CRAC, DRIDDLED, ENFEEBLE, QLUGG ING, HO HHUT.t! (bt ,PLlP-PL P, 
SCISSORS, TRIT-TROT 
10 letters: KNICK-KNACK, LOCAL-LEVEL, STRESSINGS, THYRTIYE I, 
12letters: DRUG-ADDICTED (web2), MONOAMMONIUM (web2), _UCCE_ RIE_, 
14lellers: SOUL-MASSE-CAKES, SCHEPYSSKYNNE~ 
16lellers: 1INEAR-ELLlPTlCAL, SUL TANESS-MOTHERS 
(b) Pattern * X ? X X ? X * 
8 letters: KALA-AlAR (cham), VENEERED, DOG-OOT-QV, IATIUT 
10 leiters: MASHA ' ALLAH, Kf;SKEEDIES, UNCONNYI~G, NEQlOOL_ 
12 leiters: UNREDEEMEDLY, ANCIENNEME~T 
14lellers: OVERGREEDINESS (web2), CHONDRO-O EOU (led) 
16lellers: YOUNG-MANNISHNESS, PALAEQlOOLOGI T E T1S T RRIT 1S1 
18 lellers: COUNTER-A TIRACIIONS 
(c) Pattern * X X? X ? X X * 
9lellers: ODDY -DODDY (daw), ULLALULLA (ww71170) 
II letters: NEEDLE-TREES 
-
19 
TYPE 5 A Central Symmetrical group of 3 or more identical letters 
M-A-A-AH, CYDDDYN (nwd -Y is also symmetrical), SEEER, PFFFFFFFT, 
BOl-I-ING, FRILLLESS, COMMMON (0 is also symmetrical), SEFENNNAHHT, 
LOOOK, PERR'RIE, PRESS-STUD, PRATT-TYPE, A WWWWH 
B. SETS OF 2 OR MORE DIFFERENT LETTERS SYMMETRICALLY-ARRANGED 
TYPE 1 Single letters only (words which start with a symmetrical letter are listed first) 
(a) 2 different letters 
CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHIC (sted), DYSTRYBUTYD, EDELREDE, 
EPIMERlTE, NAHUATLAN, RETRORSER, RIVER-DRlVER, SCLERECTATICS (sled), 
STEPSISTERS, SULPHUREOUS 
CAESAREAN, HYSTERQTHERMOMETRIC (sled), MITHRlDATIC, 
CHLAMYDOBACTERlALES (web2), PROLEGOMENOUS, HYPNOPOMPIC, 
PREPARATORY, POST-DIPHTHERITICS (sted), UNTRUSTWORTHY, M!,lL TlTUDINOUS 
(b) 3 different letters 
ACOUSMATAMN ES IA, DEMIClVILIZED (web2), DEIERlORATED, 
ENDRALAZINE (sted), LEXICOLOGICAL, RED-LEADER, SUBSIDISERS 
WELWITSCHIALES (ope), RESYNCHRONISED (cham), RETICULOCYTES, 
PETROMYZONTES (web2) 
(c) 4 different letters 
DEANTHROPOMORPHIZED, SUPRASYMPHYSARIES (sted) 
ZEBRA-MARKED, CENTILITRES, PROBABILIFICATORY, 
DEXTROSINISTRALLY (web2) 
TYPE 2 Doubled letters and Single letters (in alphabetical order of the doubled letters) 
(a) 2 different letters 
SLIBBER-SLABBERS, PEESE-WEEP, REDEEMER, QRlGGING, 
ALLOCENTRICALLY (sted), CONTROLLERSHIP, SHOOTING-BOOTS, 
SNIPPER-SNAPPERS, SELF-CORRECTING, GLASS-EMBOSSING, SUBOSSEOUS, 
SPITTER-SPATTERS, STATTITS 
(b) 3 different letters 
SKIDDADDLES, SLEEVEENS, ALLODIPLOIDALLY (sted), COASSESSIQN 
(c) 4 different letters 
D1SCOMMONSED 
-- --
TYPE 3 Two Symmetrical letter groups (words with no doubled letters are listed first) 
(a) The 2 letter groups are embedded in the word 
Groups of 3 letters: 
TARANTARAS, HETEROGAMETES, UNINTERVENING, 
WELL-SKILLED, CRISS-CROSSING, COOLING-FLOOR 
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Groups of 4 letters: 
QUINOCARBONIUM (web2) 
MOCCOMOCCOS, KINNIKINNIC, LETTER-BY -LETTER 
Groups of 5 letters: 
HEEBEE-JEEBEES, COONOOMOONOOS 
(b) The 2 letter groups form the beginning and end of the word 
These are all examples of reverse Heads '/1 Tails 
Groups of 3 letters: 
AISTHESIA (cham), DETONATED, ETAMSYLATE (sted), LACONICAL, 
MARCONIGRAM, NITROGELATIN (web2), REVOLVER, SANTOLINAS, 
TERSULPHURET (web2), VITUPERA TIV (web2), XYLOCAL YX (dfpf) 
PEES WEEP, FOOLPROOF, SUUMPTUUS, 
Groups of 4 letters: 
CIBOPHOBIC (sled), DE-REGISTERED, DESINGULARlSED (sg) 
RE-ENGINEER 
TYPE 4 A Central Symmetrical group of 5 or more letters (alphabetically b group 
(a) Single letters only 
Groups of 5 letters: 
BARTRAM, DEBATABLY, ACIDICS (sled), INDEXEDLY (sg), VEINIER (ospd), 
FUNGOLOGIST, CHALAHS (ospd), MITOTIC, OKAZAKI, PLUMULE, 
ALBUMINIMETRY (web2), KNIFING, COPEPOD, BUMPOSOPHER, BREWER • 
DYSPEPSIA, UTILITY, MUTATUS, AUXOTOXES (sled), SYNONYM, 
BENZALAZINE (web2) 
Groups of 7 letters: 
PACIFICAL, REDIVIDES, KIWI-KIWIS, XENOMOMONIA (nz), LOCO-FOCO , 
BROWNWORT, BITARTRATES, MURlVIRUS (medical) 
Group of 9 letters: 
BITARTRA TIC, PREDIVIDERS (web2) 
(b) Group incorporates 1,2,3 or 4 pairs of doubled letters 
Groups of 5 letters: 
BOCCACCIO, PEEWEES, WELL-ALLIE, HOODOOS, DlSSE OR 
Groups of 6 letters: 
UNBARRABLE, HIVE-EVIL, BALILLILOW, NIFFING, TREKK 
Groups of 7 letters: 
HULLABALLOO, FOOTSTOOL, POSSESSOR, MOTTETTO , 
Groups of 8 letters: 
TEYELLEYER (daw), ROOCOOCOOS 
Group of 9 letters: 
BANNALANNAS (fw), WINNININNIE (tig), FEDDEBEDD 
Group of I I letters: 
BOONOONOONOOS (dje) 
(c) Doubled letters only 
COOKKOOS 
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The Symmetry Prize 
To which word should the symmetry prize be awarded? 
If quantity is the determining factor, then perhaps it should go to those words which boast 5 
different symmetrical letters. If so, then SHERIFF-OFFICERS, and any other such words, must 
take the prize. If, on the other hand, we prefer quality, it must surely go to the 22-letter 
GASTROESOPHAGOSTOMI.sED whose two symmetrical letters, 0 and S, are each represented 4 
times. SO, it has my vote! 
References for non-OED words 
bar Bartholomew Gazetteer of Britain, 1977 
bt Bloomsbury Thesaurus, 1993 
cdz Collegiate Dictionary of Zoology by R.W. Pennak, The Ronald Press Co. 
cham Chambers English Dictionary 
coli Collins English Dictionary 
csd Chambers Scots Dictionary, 1975 
daw Dictionary of Archaic Words by J.O. Halliwell, Bracken Books 1989 
dbs The Dictionary of Bilogical Sciences by Peter Gray, Van Nostrand Reinhold 1967 
dfpf A Dictionary of the Flowering Plants and Ferns by J.C. Willis, 7th Edition CUP 1966 
dje Dictionary of Jamaican English , Cassidy & Le Page, 1985 
edd English Dialect Dictionary 
edfc Everyman ' s Dictionary of Fictional Characters by William Freeman, J .M. Dent 1973 
fw Funk & Wagnalls Unabridged Dictionary 
gdpn A Gardener's Dictionary of Plant Names by William T. Stearn, Cassell 1971 
nwd The New Welsh Dictionary by H. M. Evans & W.O. Thomas, Christopher Davies 1970 
nz Nomenclator Zoologicus 
opc Outline of Plant Classification by Sandra Holmes 
ospd Official Scrabble Players Dictionary 
rh The Random House Dictionary 
sg from word list with Supergram program for Acorn computers 
sted Stedman's Medical Dictionary 
tf Tertiary Faunas by A. Morley Davies, George Allen & Unwin 1971 
tig The Times Index Gazetteer of the World, 1965 
web2 Webster' s Second Edition 
ww Word Ways 
The Best of Verbatim 
Verbatim, the language quarterly founded by lexicographer Laurence Urdang in 1974, 
has entertained its readers with articles about linguistics that are not written in the 
"impenetrable jargon" of that academic specialty; it has always championed the 
well-written article as an antidote to professional journals "stuffed with ... turgid 
obscure, incomprehensibly boring articles". Everyone held their breath when Urdang 
resigned his editorship in 1997, but fortunately the journal survived the transition, thanks 
to financial angel Warren Gilson and editor Erin McKean. In a paperback having the 
same name as the journal, McKean has collected 58 essays, emphasizing such topics 
as "dictionaries, English usage, popular linguistics, and obscenity, with a large helping 
of humor." 
This 353-page book (ISBN 0-1 5-602 I 9-x), available from Harcourt (Harvest Books) for 
$14, is highly recommended to readers of Word Ways. Better yet, consider subscribing 
for $25 per year to Verbatim, 4907 N Washtenaw Ave, Chicago IL 60625-9933. 
